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By Tenzin Gachi, His Holiness the Dalai Lama, often comments that Buddhists, our distinctive practice is nonviolence, and our distinctive point of view is the origin of dependency. His Holiness's comments reflect a common chord in the Buddhist tradition: Lama Tsongkaba claimed that there was no deeper Buddha education than the follower's origin, and Nagarjuna began most of his work by praising the
person who taught the follower's origin. Buddha himself recounted that on the night of his enlightenment, he woke up to the deep nature of the 12 links of the affiliate origin, and a clear vision of how the objects trap themselves in an endless cycle of self-perpetuating confusion and misery.1 Buddha went on to claim that no one could understand his education without understanding the nature of these
twelve ties.2 Yet for many Dharma practitioners, these twelve links are still a distant subject, something difficult to penetrate and more difficult to communicate with one's personal experience and daily practice. So several years ago, I was also apt to bring this thread down to a very hard pile. But after extensive study and discussion with my colleagues, and a useful clarification of difficult points through
discussions with General LoGyam - a senior monk in both the house groups, Luba Khangtsen, 3 at the Sera Ji Monastic University in south India - i took the subject in a retreat for personal reflection. Although only able to generate some very limited, beginner level insights, I could not glimpse how deeply important the twelve connections out of reliability must have to our own psychological situation. I will try
to share with you some of my poor understanding in the hope that others will be interested in studying and thinking about this important but intensive subject. Generally, Buddhist texts that speak of the dependent origin mean one of three distinct things: 1) relying on causes and circumstances, 2) relying on parts, and 3) relying on awareness of marking. The second indication is fundamental to the
philosophy of the Svatantirica-Madhyamaka School, and the third is unique at the Prasangika-Madhyamaka School. Thus, the distinctive Buddhist view — shared by all Buddhists historically and throughout the world — is linked to the first meaning, relying on causes and circumstances. This kind of dependency again has two divisions: a) external cause and result, and b) internal cause and result. The
external cause and effect - arising from the smoke of fire, buds of seeds - is certainly not a unique Buddhist principle, so it is the inner cause and the result that is very central to Buddhism. The internal cause and the result, or the psychological/karma cause and the result, is the way in which our current thoughts and actions create our future experience - that is, twelve links out of the affiliate. This unique
Buddhist view avoids the extremes of 1) the belief that some external power, such as the God of the Creator, defines our experiences of happiness and Or 2) The belief that human joys and tragedies have no deeper meaning, being just by-products for the aggregation and interaction of particles, whose behavior is governed by external cause and effect. Buddhism is separate disheartening from most
modern philosophies in asserting that these external causes — an issue that interacts with our minds but does not create them — are conditions for our experiences of pleasure and pain, but the root cause lies deeper. We all wish to have happiness and avoid suffering, and in many cases we have a sincere desire to free others from suffering as well. But as long as we do not know the real causes of
suffering, even the most striking blows intended to eliminate them can have only a limited impact. So what's the cause of the suffering? Anyone familiar with Buddha's first teaching of the four noble truths will remember that Buddha insisted that illusions, karmic acts, and cravings are the true origin of suffering. But how exactly do these three factors create suffering? The clarification of this delicate causal
process is the subject of teaching on the 12 links, an education that is simply an extension of the first noble truths. The main source of Mahayana's teachings on the twelve links is Salistampa, or sutra rice seedlings [translated by the author]: Hexhaus sees the venerable, whoever sees the dependent and relative origin, the Dharma. Who sees dharma, Buddha.4 What is this subordinate and relative origin
that I am talking about? And that is it: because this exists, it arises. Because this is born, this is born. It is like this: through the state of ignorance, compounding factors. From the case of compound factors, awareness ... Name and shape ... The six areas of the senses ... Contact... Feeling... Craving... Accommodate... A... Birth... Old age and death. From the state of old age and death, agony, wailing,
suffering, unhappiness, and mental disorder all arise. Thus, only this immense suffering arises. The way in which the twelve links operate and interact is not evident in sutras like the ones mentioned above, and so different interpretations have arisen throughout Buddhist history. Some interpret the links as unfolding in a single moment, while others see them as representing the stages of life. While I think all
these explanations are useful for meditation, for simplicity, you will follow the interpretation of Gelug, formulated by Tsongkaba in texts such as Golden Garland, Lamrim Chenmo, and The Ocean of Logic, based primarily on the Asanga exhibition in the compendium of apparent knowledge and to a lesser extent vasubandhu's explanation of Sutra's relativity on relativity. Tsongkaba's disciple, Gilitabe Ji, also
explained Assange's offer in his commentary on the summary. As a monk Sera Ji, the course will depend partly on the textbooks of Jetsun Chökyi Gyaltsen.5 According to Asinga, the first evolution to The link, as shown in Sutra above, aims to give an overview of cause and effect (I will explain how later), but does not actually explain how the process unfolds for a particular action creating a particular
result. Instead, the whole cycle of the twelve links unfolds as follows: ignorance (1) leads to multiplier factors (strong karma actions) (2), which make a mark on consciousness (3). Then, cravings (8) and absorption (9) mature that fingerprint, which then pops up in conscious consciousness at the time of death as existence (10). The core chain of this mind becomes the first moment of the next rebirth , name,
figure (4) and birth (11) - these two are synchronized. From the second moment of that rebirth, aging and death (12) begin. During the later stages of fetal development, six areas of sense (5), communication (6), and feeling arise (7), respectively, aging and death continue. Thus, (1), (2), (3), 8, (9), (10) are the causes, (4), (5), 6, 7, 11 and (12) are the results. Specifically, (1), (2) and (3) are the causes that
leave a mark on the mind, and (8), (9), and (10) are the causes that grow to mature and lead to a rebirth of suffering. Although this process can appear confusing at first, through habituation we can begin to see the logic involved. Non-linear progress also highlights that these links are twelve links of interrelated origin: although a particular pattern of causes and consequences can be traced, all links should
be understood as strengthening and intertwined. Ignorance causes karma action, but the fingerprints of karma work lead to more ignorance. In one twist, cravings eventually lead to feeling, but feeling the same becomes the main cause of further cravings in the future (more on that later). Conceptual structure gives us the microscope to choose patterns in our own psychology and make sense of what can
often seem to be chaotic, nonlinear process. All twelve of these links are examples of samsara, which are no more than our own body and mind, and these uncontrolled cycles go through this life and future life. Samsara is not a place to turn around, but the cycle of movement through these twelve links. As the great Indian scholar Kamalachilla explained in his commentary on the sutra rice seedling, for
those who are confused about the process of entering and reversing samsara, and even being free ... Buddha explained the origin of the follower. 6 Taking into account the general order set out above, let's now look in more detail at each of the twelve links. Wheel of Life, Khacho Gakil Ling, Kathmandu, Nepal Stage I: Flimsy Causes (Links 1, 2, and 3) Generally, i.e. confused mind with regard to the object
that was captured accompanied by a mental factor of ignorance. For example, when we see weakness, eye consciousness is mixed with ignorance, and when we are wrong That someone's friendly advice was meant as a criticism, and ignorance is involved. Buddhist practice ultimately seeks to free us from all manifestations of ignorance, but with limited time and energy, we need to identify the most
important ignorance that leads us over and over again to cause suffering to ourselves and others. Even with regard to this ignorance in the first instance, different Buddhist scholars define it a little differently: for Assange, it is like a darkness that leads to misunderstanding, and therefore not the wrong apprehension but the lack of apprehension. Darmakirti insists instead that it is a very specific false
apprehension, namely the view that there is a large self-sufficient ego above the sum of the body and mind, similar to the existence of a kind of fundamental entity called New York that exists above buildings and people. Chandrakerti adds that it is not only this self-perception, but the view of all phenomena that possess some of the essential nature that can be found in this way. The Theravada tradition
takes a pragmatic approach, defining the ignorance of the first stage as a misunderstanding of the four noble truths: any view of reality that does not recognize the craving as a cause of suffering will lead to acts that perpetuate suffering.7 How can we understand these different offers? Although these authors choose to focus on one particular issue, they all agree that all these causes are involved. We
cannot isolate and fear a single mistake; When the Government is full of corruption, the result will be ineffective governance and harmful foreign policies. But a campaign to end corruption cannot expel one person and end it. We must identify and reflect on all the ways in which we offend reality: we expect young bodies to remain healthy and healthy forever, to see toxic substances and relationships as
sources of stable happiness, and to be linked to the environment that keeps us as a reservoir of consumption. 2. Complex factors (strong karma action) misconceptions naturally lead to poorly planned procedures. All work we do under the authority of ignorance is the formation of karma, but some are naturally stronger than others. Those who have enough power to impose a rebirth called forced karma, a
term synonymous with multiplier factors, are the second link. Pabongka Rinpoche explains in editing in the palm of your hand that these are usually the actions of the body and speech – just mental intentions rarely have the same level of power, although in some cases they can.8 A good example of the formation of negative karma kills someone under the authority of anger. Anything positive would be
taking a pledge to refrain from killing. Until we first-hand realize the vacuum in meditative absorption, even our most positive actions will be somewhat tainted by misconceptions about It will thus lead to a rebirth in Samsara, albeit positively. Each single action is one push karma – two actions do not combine to create a single life, although a second work has a requirement of details about that life. I asked
General Logiam how this provision would work with regard to taking monastic vows - after all, isn't that something I do over time, rather than just one act? He explained that every time a practitioner remembers his or her intention or desire not to harm others or to follow attachment, that ambition is in itself a powerful imprint that can be interpreted for the rest of life - so we may create many of these
fingerprints every day. Because the intention to refrain from bodily harm, it becomes a function of body, thus according to with Bepongka Rinpoche qualify. The Tibetan word for impel -finn - can also mean to throw or to shoot an arrow. Asanga explains that every karma we create is like firing a straight arrow into the air. At some point in the future, it will hit down on Bowman. Remember that our countless
arrows hovering in the sky waiting for a chance to dive is a powerful momentum to work on the last vine and reduce the creation of more. 3. Awareness many years ago when I first read about the twelve links, I was confused how consciousness could be the result of the formation of generosity and ignorance. Does Buddhism claim that there was no consciousness before that time? Isn't ignorance itself
some sort of consciousness? What I did not understand is that consciousness here does not refer to consciousness in the general sense, which in itself is primitive, exists without a beginning, just like matter and space. Rather awareness refers here to a particular state of consciousness that bears the imprint of karmic actions. Specifically, it is a great continuation of the very awareness that has created the
action of karma. General LoGyam explained, imagine if you furiously angry and kill someone else. After the work is done, that anger and aggression is still evident in your system. That moment is the third episode. After some time - maybe a few minutes or hours, maybe even one day - that the energy will subside, but will not disappear. Instead, it will become asleep in the break of your mind as you move
on to other ideas and activities. You may even forget it, but it won't disappear. To understand the concept of a dormant mind, think about some of the skills you've developed, and maybe drive a car. Although knowing how to drive a car is strongly printed in your mind, you don't have to think consciously about it twenty-four hours a day. But even if you don't pay for ten years, when you're once again sitting
behind the wheel, that knowledge will become clear again with a little conscious effort. According to Buddhist philosophy, we have many - practically infinite - sleeping mental states that reside in an inconspicuous manner under our conscious consciousness, and wait for the occasion for the cycle back to the surface. Actions that are made with strong emotion and/or familiarity leave a strong imprint. These
fingerprints await the right conditions for their maturity and thus compromise our experience. Phase II: Achieving causes (links 8, 9 and 10) Although ignorance is the root of periodic existence, cravings are the strong and direct cause that fuels the process. We all want to be happy and avoid suffering, and desire is the natural expression of that dual desire. Twenty-four hours a day — even in dreams — a
constant stream of thoughts and feelings bubbles in our consciousness. These thoughts and feelings fall into link 7, as I will discuss later. The process is usually very subtle for us to realize, but the thoughts and feelings that arise are the imprints of past thoughts and feelings, lying asleep in the mind through the process described above in Links 2 and 3. If we do not realize that these experiences are a
manifestation of our minds, we perceive that the causes exist in our immediate circumstances, when in reality these circumstances are only the driving force behind a deeper internal process. At a pre-level, we constantly share the usual thinking that projects adjectives on external things, describing them as the cause of happiness or the cause of suffering. Then we want to get or stick to those things that
seem to cause pleasure and are separate from those that seem to cause or destroy pain. As such, it does not want pleasure and the desire to avoid pain which is itself a problem, but rather wrong thoughts that exaggerate the qualities of things. However, manipulated ignorance in this way, desire becomes a misleading force, and takes us to ride after ride. While the feeling (7) is like an itch that we can't
even identify, let alone scratch, the desire for it is a constant thought that responds to that feeling, thinking, I would have this, going there, doing it. Not realizing that we are trying to escape a feeling in our minds, we are compellingly engaged in new actions, and we expect the external experience to please us. But by the time we get to where we intend to go, we've already moved on to thinking about
something else, and we don't realize that the original itching hasn't disappeared, it's just replaced by another itch, another work print in the past. Desire for three types: 1) craving for pleasure. This is a response to a gentle sensation, want to repeat or prolong this sensation. For example, you may remember eating a certain flavor of ice cream and would like to repeat that experience. 2) Desire to annihilation.
This is not a suicidal thought, it is one that responds to a sense of suffering through a desire to avoid or destroy it. We may remember a bad experience and try to distract ourselves into something fun. 3) Desire to exist. This is a response to a neutral and peaceful sense of deep contemplative focus, which wishes to adhere to this feeling permanently. Gyalwa Jindon Drup, 1st Lama explains that this is called
a nostalgia for existence in order to dispel the view that the higher worlds of contemplative assimilation are true emancipation - they are still within the presence of the saisrik.9 Like scratching itch, all these responses only intensify the inner feeling and strengthen the strength of the imprints of the past, leading us to re-engage in the acts of strong karma (2) and thus thickening ignorance. Tsongkhapa
explains in Chenmo Lamrim that without ignorance, there will be no nostalgic response even if the feeling (7) did not arise.10 Again we can see how links 1 and 8 enhance each other. When emotions arise, the best response is to carefully observe the nature of the mind and how it responds to those feelings. Getting used to the desire to make that very simple response very difficult, and without realizing,
we are engaged in action one by one, a pattern that will naturally continue to die if it is not retraining the mind. The first Dalai Lama provides a strong warning about the dangers of cravings: it sweeps us into a torrent of existence, very difficult to cross and stimulated by the violent karmic winds that it ripples with large waves of birth, aging, disease, and death. Save me from the river of terrifying desire! 9.
Sticking to the ninth link is just an intensification of the eighth link, the craving, at the time of death. When it becomes clear that the things we have relied on to support our own feelings -- family, friends, wealth and property, even our body -- will no longer support us, we are left with the feelings we have struggled with for so long. If our usual reaction is to cling to pleasant feelings and try to avoid
uncomfortable ones, this reaction will continue normally here. Left with only internal feeling, this intense craving response leads to the maturation of a sleepy experience. 10. The existence of the name of the presence here means the presence of the samassari which is a case of the name of the result given to the cause. This is the last moment of grave awareness in age, and becomes the root cause of the
first moment of consciousness in the future Samasi life. Instead of passing into nirvana, we continue in the presence of samassari, so the last experience of our lives is called continuous existence rather than ending. Existence (10) is synonymous with the translation of karma, which is in fact the intrinsic continuity of the kicked karma, Link 2, which became link 3 and then passed to stillness. Remember how
General Logiam said that this powerful mental energy would never disappear? At this point, it re-emerges in conscious consciousness. The General has gone so far to say that if we kill a certain person, the memory of that act, the memory of that person's face, will flood our consciousness at the time of death, as if we were recalling the experience. That anger and aggression will then have a powerful impact
that will bring us to life and the future conditions of our future experiences. Of course, it might. Such a heavy footprint has been created in this life, in which case, a imprint may also arise from the work of karma in past life. What is certain is that only one fingerprint will emerge - another powerful fingerprint may act as props, but a particular one will be dominant and become the actual karma that leads directly
to the next life, such as an arrow falling from the sky that has caught its mark. As the experience of sensation fades, this powerful final experience gets locked in our last conscious thought in this life. After that, the mind enters into a subtle and neutral state, and unless the practitioner has achieved the stage of finishing top of the yoga tantra, he or she will not be able to engage in further practices. Phase III:
The results although these two links are listed separately, in the process of one round of cause and effect, both of which occur simultaneously, at the moment of pregnancy in a new life. Name and shape refer to the mind and body, the totals that make up the person. The use of these terms precedes Buddha, who simply adopted them. The mind is given a name label because it shares objects through the
power of distinction this is this, that is. 11 Birth is not the birth of the uterus but the pregnancy, which for Buddhism is the first moment of a new life. The mind that carried in this birth is a continuation of the mind that became idle at link 3 and manifested again in link 10. Already in pregnancy, we have the mind and body, and even our environment is charged with the polluted energy that has been imprinted
by our past actions. As Assange explains in the conclusion, what is the reality of suffering? I know her as a born person, and the world in which they were born. 12 12. Aging and death does not simply mean getting gray hair and wrinkles, but refers to the process of constant change that begins at the moment of pregnancy. Thus, this link begins immediately. But because death can occur at any time, even
before the aging groups shown in, these two phases are grouped together. 5. Six areas of sensation and 6. The name of contact and figure 4 continues until the fetus begins to develop sensation organs, at which point the link 5 begins. When sensation devices begin to work, there is a connection to the bodies, sensory devices, and sensory awareness, the link starts 6. We can see the focus here on
developing conditions that will lead to the creation of karma again. We can also see that in this system, the child in the womb is not an empty slate, but already complete the process that is set in motion through the wrong views and the usual desire. 7. Feeling in contact (6), the baby in utero can already experience feelings of pleasure and pain, but have not yet begun to distinguish between some external
things as a cause of pleasure and pain. When inner thoughts - which are marked by the fingerprints of karma from the past existence - awaken to that process, we enter the feeling (7), which continues to death (unless the mental abilities of someone like this deteriorate They can't distinguish between the causes of pleasure and pain. At this point, a person begins to interact with the feeling usually with three
types of desire to work - conditioned by ignorance - and again create strong karma actions. The previous session had been completed, and a new session had been started. After describing the twelve bonds individually, the sutra rice seedling continues: from the state of old age, death, agony, wailing, suffering, unhappiness, and mental disorder all arise. Thus, only this immense suffering arises. The
teaching of the twelve bonds does not end with old age and death, but it continues with agony (physical suffering), wailing (verbal suffering), and three forms of mental suffering. The purpose of this last section is to clarify the natural evolution that life takes, so that we can develop the desire to be free from this uncontrolled rebirth process. The mere phrase of this immense suffering suggests that the
process does not involve the intrinsic self, but is a natural process of cause and effect. The reason that this last result is not counted as the thirteenth link is that it is not necessarily followed as a result of old age and death: a pure Dharma practitioner can die peacefully and without remorse. The question remains: Why is the causal system moving from steps 1-3, then 8-9, then 4-7, does Buddha already
teach him in the order he did? I think he did it in order to clarify the crucial causal ity of links 7 and 8, feeling and cravings. Although in one set of cause and effect, the desire to desire comes first, and the feelings we currently face as a result of countless past cycles are the main reason for the melody that will cause a new cycle. The thought of this set of causes and consequences is crucial in understanding
how we create our own suffering. Within the founding Buddhist practice of the four places close to the mind, the second, the mind of feelings, is precisely a way to recognize the truth of the origin of suffering by closely observing the way in which the feeling feeds the cravings that create suffering in the future. Among the five totals that make up a person - form, feeling, discrimination, compounding factors,
consciousness - the first is the body, the latter is the main minds, and the fourth includes all mental factors other than feeling and cognition. So why are these two chosen? General LoGyam explains that this is because they are the most important in creating samsara. Our attachment to perverse feelings, and aversion to unpleasant feelings, is the catalyst in all karmic actions. Discrimination encompasses
our beliefs about the nature of reality, and these define actions that we believe will increase pleasure and minimize pain. Although the feeling here includes both sensory and mental sensations, I believe that for humans, hidden mental sensations behind conscious consciousness are often the main driving factor in our actions. We are intense social animals, and A few of our works are directly related to
sensory gratification. More than our mental energy focuses on how we might want others to look at us, or spend time with people or in places we enjoy. As such, what we consider worth pursuing is based on more subtle concepts than biological instinct. Therefore, the feelings most relevant to what we yearn for are similarly hidden ones. Normally we are not even fully aware of our own motivation for
actions. An initial step towards determining the relationship between this seventh link of feeling, and the eighth of cravings, is to slow down and develop sufficient concentration to observe this subtle interaction. As we first learn meditation, uprush of unprocessed emotions can look like a dead tube. But with patience we can learn to identify individual sensations, and perhaps even be able to trace their origin
to specific events in our past that have remained unresolved at unconscious levels of the mind. In doing so, we begin to recognize the power of karmic fingerprints to survive and later influence behavior and experience, and we can apply skilled methods to disarm these inert - but uninert - fingerprints that are left unattended and can eventually mature strongly enough to drive the entire uncontrolled rebirth.
Highly advanced practitioners with a wonderful focus eventually move beyond current life, tracking the evolution of cause and effect over a multi-life span, much like buddha did in his enlightenment night. But in order to do this, we can think about teaching on the 12 links and begin to gain an intellectual understanding of the process. Such an understanding in itself leaves a powerful imprint of gaining first-
hand experience and, ultimately, freedom from the process altogether. Even if we can't acquire such deep insight immediately, we can learn to be wary of our actions by being careful of our motives, paying particularly close attention to the way in which usual and unskilled responses lead to a feeling of cravings and then to unskilled, ultimately self-destructive actions. We can also rejoice in knowing the
positive results that we can create simply by choosing to refrain from the usual motives. Ven. Tenzin Gachi What is more amazing than this, and what is more excellent than this? By praising you in this way, it becomes a compliment! Otherwise. - Tsongkhapa, praised Buddha for his education of the origin of Ven. Tenzin Jachi (Brian Reuter) is an American monk who lives at the Sierra International Institute
Mahayana (IMI) house in Bulakop, India, and studies at the Monastic University of Sera Ji. Featured Image: A Pivotal Part of The Wheel of Life, Khachui Gakil Ling, Kathmandu, Nepal. Photo by Piero Siriani. 1. See Samiuta Nikia, 12:65; 1:55; 1:06; 12:65; 12:65; 12:65; 12.65; 12 second 104-7-2- see, For example, Majhima Nikia, 28;28;28;28;28;28;28;28;28;28;28;28;I 190-191. 3. Like all the monks of Luba
Khangtsen, General Logiam was a student of Shonda Rinpoche. The General has now completed three of six years of advanced study for To the point of Laramba Geshe. During these three years, Jin achieved the highest score in all three monasteries of Serra, Drepung, and Ganden. 4. In his surroundings of thinking, Tsongkaba explains that seeing the Dharma means understanding the four noble truths.
The Sutra itself explains that seeing Buddha means becoming a Buddha. 5. Jetson Chuki Gyaltsen, chairman of Siraj Ji V, lived in the 15th century. His masterful pedagogical illustrations of the classical texts of the Jelug are still the main texts used in the Monastery of Serra Ji and Ganden Jangtsi today. 6. In Jetson's Book, Chucky Gyaltsen quoted the general meaning of submissive genesis (Taiwan
edition), p. 324. 7. Yenisaro Bahkho explains, ignorance in the context of emerging common dependency does not mean general illusion or lack of information. This means not seeing the experience in terms of the four noble truths. Any other framework for watching the experience, however sophisticated it may be, would be ignorance. From The Right Mind, Valley Center, California: Dead Forest Abbey,
2012, p. 54. 8. Lam Rim Ronam Grohl, lagging behind the Belang, Sera Mi Edition, p. 9,389. Gyalwa dge 'don sgrub, mdzod thar l gsal byed. Bylakuppe: Sera Mei Library, 2013, Volume II, p. 3. 10. Byyang Chub Ki-lam Rim Chen Mu, Taiwan Edition, p. 251. 11. Tsongkaba, RTSA She tik chen, Edition of the Drepung Gumang Library, p. 401. 12. According to The Jetson Chocé Gyaltsen, Scape Dang ByE-
Don, p. 221. 221.
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